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About This Game

Triangle Service returns to Steam with DeltaZeal, the second vertical shooter from the "Shooting Love Anniversary"
compilation! An homage to classic 90's arcade games, DeltaZeal thrills with tense shooting action, crisp sprite graphics, and

explosive sound. Equip wide shot, concentrated laser or guided missiles to get the best weapon combination, then blast your way
through 9 stages of mechanized enemies and bosses. Try experimenting with different strategies, as there are many secrets and

alternate routes to discover. If you reach the end, you will find a challenging adversary to test your gaming mettle!

Features:

Customize your weapon loadout by combining multiple weapon types, or focus on one weapon type to get the strongest
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effect!

The medal chaining system rewards skilled players with additional challenge. Charge up the Void Bomb weapon for a
cascade of points!

Highly detailed pixel graphics. Blast hordes of tanks, planes, and ships and watch the debris go flying!

Modular boss enemies with multiple attack forms and lots of parts to destroy!

Practice individual stages in Score Attack Mode, or play the stages continuously in Arcade Mode. There are 9 stages in
all!

Branching stage options, secret routes, and hidden enemies add variety to each Arcade run.

Adjustable difficulty settings to support all levels of player skill.

Support for picture rotation and vertical aspect displays - play in an authentic arcade format and get a larger picture!

Fight your way to the top of the global leaderboards! High scores are tracked for both Arcade Mode and Score Attack.

Use the replay function to share your best games with friends, or devise a better strategy.

Steam achievements are supported.
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Title: DELTAZEAL
Genre: Action
Developer:
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Multicore CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 300 or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Got both LiftOFF and this, liftoff worked great with interlink directly but flying are nicer on this FPV AIR 2, only bad really
with this are the interlink controller from real flight dont fully work ok, cant get reset switch to trigger and every
control/channel needs reversing. reset switch showup in settings but cant select it for some reason, only vr1 works of switches
and as reset.
This use alot less GPU and CPU vs liftoff as this seems more optimised code vise.
GREAT !
Tested/played on a 1920x1080 screen with i7 8GB with nvida 650 2GB.
As a side note,
i got 5 quads, mostly race quads.
And 5 heli's
planes and boats n cars...

But like this to fly if raining like today.. I feel kind of stupid now... I read all the negative reviews, but ignored them.

This is probably the worst Hidden Object game I have played to date, and I have played quite a few. The graphics are so blurry,
it is almost impossible to find what you are looking for. Even when I have used hints, it is impossible to see some of the objects,
and that is when I actually gave up the game.

It seems the designers of this very lousy game did not even know the name of the items they put in the game. I was supposed to
find a duck somewhere, and then when I finally turned to the hint-button, it marked the SWAN! Ok, "The ugly duckling", I
know about that, but I highly doubt that was the intention here.

Avoid this game, it is not even worth the trouble of downloading it for free. Just stay away. Move along, nothing to see here!. So
I got this in the Humble Bundle, and put a fair bit of time into it for a few weeks.

==== Positives:
- It can be fun and every game is different.
- Fast paced gameplay, a lot going on, and you have to really keep track of what people are saying.
- Deducing what's going on and who to trust is pretty cool (but incredibly hard to follow for a new player).
- Some classes are fun to play (but at the same time some others are really boring - Chronomancer and Court Wizard lol)

=== Cons:
- Steep learning curve, it'll take many games for you to see every class and understand how they interact and the logs etc.
- The Neutral Killer classes are very difficult to win or survive with unless you get really lucky early on. Sorceror especially has
no way to take out the King.
- Really toxic player base. Some players are good and friendly to help you improve, but many just want to flame you.
- There are some metas which take the fun out of the game - including but not limited to:
Mystic Meta - everyone claims to the Mystic Day 2, and if your claim isn't convincing you get executed. Not good if you're evil
or a neutral killer.
Twin Vote Meta - Nobles have to consistently prove themselves by wasting their Twin vote ability or they're not trusted (which
is stupid as the Evil equivalent class retains this ability anyway).
King Point Meta - King has to use the Point every day or he gets accused of being an Evil King or Possessed, the problem with
this is once you use the Point, you've wasted your day ability and can't pardon someone with Decide Fate.
Hunter Meta - you have to wolf a random person to prove you're a hunter, which is stupid as they could be Blue Dragon and
youy might not have healers.
- Smallish player base - occasional jumps up due to promos etc, but most of the time you end up playing the same few people
many times.
- Sometimes you can queue for a game for 10+ minutes due to the small player base depending on where you're located. UK day
time seems bad for this.
- Trigger happy mods with the bans. You get reported for nothing by salty players who make bad calls. I just got banned for a
day for calling out a Prince's stupidity in exeing me as the only Hunter claim in a game because I didn't follow the meta above,
and uninstalled it.
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I can't see me going back to this but it was fun while it lasted.. if you liked Limbo and considering to try this game, do not. Play
Limbo again. The order of the Kawasaki M8's was completed on July 13, 2015
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Get a couple of friends that aren't chickens.. Bought game. Played levels. Got stuck. Realized I'm bad at puzzles. Cried myself
to sleep. Woke up. Repeat.

On the upside the game looks good and has dope music! Anyone up for a 2D puzzle challenge should try it out!

. Meh.. It's alright. the #1 indie game of the century hands down. nominated for GOTY 2018. This game was so disappointingly
bad that I had to write a review about it. I was really hoping it would surprise me, but it really didn't. It just bored me. This isn't
"fun bad" or "so bad its good." This is just bad.

- All of the dialouge in this game is mundane and boring. Would you like to hear small talk for around an hour? No? Well that's
what you'll get from this game, so buckle up!

- Every character is either written poorly or do things that make no sense. Characters either bore you to death, talk about one
subject and only one subject, and\/or have no unique voice.  The fact that your assistant tells you all about his dating preferences
and how he likes "cougars" even if you don't follow his route is both stupid and highly inappropriate. If you don't follow his route,
that comment just comes out of nowhere. Also, the fact you get a divorce from your husband just because he gets a job opportunity
in Norway is just silly. It also makes, like, 90% of the dialouge at the beginning of the game super boring because all anyone talks
about is the divorce.

- It feels like characters have bad things happen to them out of nowhere.  I'm not sure why Michael has to die if you lead him on. It
adds nothing to the story and comes straight out of left field. I just don't get it.

- The mini-game is pointless and lazy. There are no instructions. There is no fail-state. The game is pretty minimally animated, and
there's a jarring transition going into and out of the game. I love a good match-3, and I love when VNs have some actual gameplay
mechanics, but this changes nothing. There's no point in it being in the game.

Honestly, this is not a good game. Just don't waste your time with it. Seriously.. It is good. Really makes me love Germany 100 times
more. I only wish that THE GREAT A-Kun (Hitler) could be in the game more. Also there was no Jew gassing mini game so it feels
unfinished. I also wish I could see her kick the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of Walt Disney. In all 3\/5!!. Cute,
inexpensive game, but know that it is very short. 51 minutes of playtime for me, and I replayed two levels to collect all possible
"stars". No regrets for $0.99, but I still wish there was more.. Tidalis is a puzzle game where you orient the blocks in a certain
direction to create chains that keep the falling blocks from reaching the top of the game board like in a game of Tetris. What makes
Tidalis standout however is the the two single player modes, adventure and challenge, as well as the inclusion of both local and
online multiplayer. Unfoturtunately, while fullscreen is supported, users on widescreen will have a letterboxed image but the Steam
Overlay does work. All in all Tidalis is a fun puzzle game with a variety of types of play that make it a good choice for any puzzle
gamers, particularly those interested in puzzle multiplayer.. You get what you pay for. It's less than 5 dollars, and it honestly
shouldn't cost even that much. It is nothing but a glitchy ripoff of Monopoly. It didn't even bother improving or significantly altering
the concept from Monopoly.
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